FRANCE:

The British Second Army at dawn today launched two new attacks in different sectors of their Nijmegen salient in Holland. One attack is at the very tip of the salient and here the British forces have taken a town less than a mile from the Lek, or Dutch Rhine river. The other attack, spearheaded by tanks and infantry, is taking place at the western flank of the salient and here the British are hoping to cut off the German's escape route in western Holland. The British quickly overran the German outposts and are advancing through marsh land. In the battle for the Scheldt pocket, Canadians now hold half the town of Breskens and are engaged in bitter house to house fighting there. Other Canadian troops in a new drive to the north of Antwerp, have crossed the Netherlands border at a new place.

American first army troops today launched a new attack four miles to the north of Aachen. They are meeting stubborn German resistance. General Patton's Third Army troops today were advancing through forest country about 18 miles east of Nynce. The Germans in the Vosges mountains are fighting large scale rear guard actions.

More than 1100 American flying forts and Liberators escorted by more than 700 fighter planes today rocked railroad centers and industrial targets in western Germany.

RUSSIA:

The German radio reported today that powerful Russian formations had surged over the East Prussian border at its northern end and that very heavy fighting was going on near Tilsit. The Germans say "They withdrew to shorten their lines." The Germans say that tank battles raging inside East Prussia are increasing in violence and say that fighting is going on "at every tree and bush." German reports put the Panzers 12 miles inside the border at some places. Moscow radio has been silent about the East Prussian situation.

The Soviet steamroller driving across the Hungarian plain has reached the Danube river 60 miles south of Budapest. The Red is thought more than 40 places to the north of Budapest yesterday. The Hungarians are talking of a strong Russian buildup for a breakthrough to Budapest. In Yugoslavia, partisan forces have captured Kragujevac, the largest armament center in the country.

ENGLAND:

The Germans sent more flying bombs against southern England during the night. The British first lord of the admiralty revealed yesterday that the British fleet in the Pacific will be strong enough to fight a decisive action with the whole Japanese fleet.

ITALY:

British Eighth Army troops are making considerable progress in the Po Valley. General Alexander has called on the patriots in Bologna to attack the Germans there.

British forces have captured the large island of Lemnos in the Aegean. In Greece, British troops are chasing the Germans more than 100 miles above Athens.

PACIFIC:

General MacArthur announced today that American forces on the island of Leyte in the Philippines have gained four miles along their front on the island. The Japs have captured Tagbilaran, the capital of the island and the main airstrip and another airstrip. More than 100,000 troops have been put ashore already along with tanks, bulldozers and trucks and all kinds of heavy equipment. The U. S. 24th Corps is heading down the big valley on the island and is making good progress. The assault troops that landed first bypassed pillboxes and firing points and as a result the American casualties were light. The Japanese radio said today that "the fighting is growing in violence."
PACIFIC CONTINUED:

American bombers including heavies are ranging far and wide over the Philippines bombing Jap strong points and supply bases. Admiral Nimitz's planes have sunk another 11 Jap ships and destroyed 50 more planes. In the past two weeks, more than 1100 Jap planes have been destroyed. American losses were less than 100 planes.

The Jap radio at Singapore said that the British Far Eastern fleet has been reinforced by 24 ships including 4 carriers and 10 battleships.

FOOTBALL RESULTS:

Army: 76 ... Coast Guard: 0
Penn State: 26 ... Colorado: 0
Cornell: 13 ... Sampson Training: 6
Holy Cross: 24 ... Brown: 24
Lafayette: 44 ... Lehigh: 0
Indiana: 14 ... Northwestern: 7
Ohio State: 26 ... Great Lakes: 6
Purdue: 26 ... Iowa: 7
Kansas: 20 ... Nebraska: 0
Oklahoma: 68 ... Kansas State: 0
Georgetown: 17 ... Navy: 43

Notre Dame: 28 ... Wisconsin: 13
Tennessee: 0 ... Alabama: 0
Tulsa: 77 ... Mississippi: 7
Tulane: 16 ... Auburn: 13
Miss. State: 13 ... L.S.U.: 6
Rice: 21 ... S.M.U.: 10
Kentucky: 26 ... V.M.I: 2
Texas: 19 ... Arkansas: 0
UCLA: 12 ... St. Mary's: 21
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Boy, oh boy, does he have realistic dreams!!